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Abstract. As Conversational AI becomes integral to various digitally
enhanced services, there is a growing need for fluent and personalized
dialogue agents. Yet, recent state-of-the-art neural dialogue systems face
challenges in transparency and memory precision, often leading to in-
coherent and factually incorrect interactions. In this position paper, we
argue that open-domain dialogue plays a crucial role in building effec-
tive dialogue agents by fostering shared memories and capturing personal
perspectives and social information. Specifically, we see the need for (i)
datasets that capture long-term interaction; and (ii) a representation
scheme that enables tracking of factoids and perspectives over time. We
present an analysis of several existing open-domain dialogue datasets and
highlight the richness and complexity of conversational data. We further
present a data modeling scheme that represents and tracks factoids and
perspectives over time and makes use of shared, long-term memories
crucial for facilitating fluid and meaningful interaction. Our scheme is
designed to improve long-term memory, increase transparency, and can
serve as inspiration for designing neuro-symbolic dialogue agents capable
of long-term social interaction.

Keywords: Open-domain Dialogue · Dialogue Systems · Dialogue Rep-
resentations · Knowledge Graph

1 Introduction

As Conversational AI becomes a generic interface for various digitally enhanced
services, reliability and accuracy are crucial for assisting users effectively. Task-
based dialogue systems, such as Q&A, recommender systems, and e-commerce
assistants, have a clear and measurable objective. However, the goal of open-
domain dialogue systems is less defined.

In contrast to [46]’s suggestion of using open-domain dialogue as a supple-
ment to task-oriented conversations, we argue that open-domain dialogue has
an independent role in conveying personal perspectives and social information,
fostering the development of shared memories that are crucial for nurturing so-
cial connections [10, 19]. As such, open-domain conversational agents have the
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potential to exploit non-factual information, to enhance the social aspect of their
interactions.

Conversations involve a nuanced blend of factoids, non-factoids, and per-
spectives. A factoid typically represents a concise, factual piece of information
that can be straightforwardly verified [44]. On the other hand, non-factoids en-
compass broader and often subjective areas of dialogue, demanding deeper un-
derstanding, reasoning, or interpretation. They are not always easily verifiable,
and may include explanations, reasoned arguments, or interpretative answers.
Interwoven with these are perspectives, which embody an individual’s beliefs,
sentiments, and personal viewpoints on a given topic. These perspectives are
pivotal, adding a subjective richness to conversations, highlighting the personal
and emotive dimensions that set them apart from the more objective nature
of factoids. Table 1 presents excerpts from five dialogue datasets, highlighting
instances of personal perspective expressions.

HP
“Butterbeer!” said Harry, without thinking.
“Yeah, I like that stuff!”

MZ
There are 5 restaurants in the area. I like Frankie and Bennys

in the south. Can I make you a reservation?

OD
Yes i like him too did you know he also was in Zodiac a crime
fiction film.

DRE
”Speaker 1: I never did anything with Adrienne Turner.”
”Speaker 2: Oh please, and you knew how much I liked her.”
”Speaker 1: I don’t know what... you’re talking about.”

PEDC
Right. I get really self-conscious about wearing the same tie
like more than once in a couple weeks.
I also just really like ties.

Table 1. Examples of utterances in which personal perspectives are expressed
(underlined), MZ = MultiWOZ, OD = OpenDialog, HP = Harry Potter, DRE =
DialogRE, PEDC = Personal Events in Dialogue

.
Extracting both factoids and perspectives, and tracking them over time, is

essential for constructing explicit memories from conversations that also reflect
personal experiences and viewpoints which can be referenced [24]. Such personal
memories can be leveraged to improve communication in terms of understand-
ing and generation [23], to decide on relevance and preferences, and to be more
sensitive to (changing) personal values instead of relying on generalized biases.
Memories go beyond user profiling as they combine explicit factoids with per-
sonal values and are grounded in time [29]. Furthermore, the ability to reference
shared memories can bolster social ties and foster trust [10].

Neural dialogue systems are proficient in matching user needs with appropri-
ate responses [33, 55]. However, they often lack transparency and struggle with
memory precision, which can lead to erroneous responses, known as hallucina-
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tions [25]. This challenge is exacerbated when it comes to accurately modeling
and referencing complex long-term memories. Implicit modeling tends to falter
in intricate contexts [28], and limited computational research exists on long-term
interactions. These limitations make it challenging for dialogue agents to estab-
lish precise long-term memory for social exchanges. Graph representations of
dialogue as memories may help as their structures can effectively represent the
volume, diversity, and provenance of information over time [1, 54] while providing
connectivity links across these layers and high interpretability [36, 45, 47].

In this paper, we argue that open-domain dialogue plays a critical role in fos-
tering shared memories and conveying social information in addition to factoids.
We analyze current open-domain datasets for conversational traits, showcas-
ing their diversity, complexity, and limitations in capturing the intricate social
aspects of open conversations. We highlight three key aspects essential for Open-
Domain Conversational AI datasets: 1) coverage of long-term interactions, ar-
guably needing explicit memory representations, 2) inclusion of factoid and non-
factoid information, and 3) accurately reflective of human-machine interactions.
We discuss how graph representations can be leveraged during communication to
improve long-term memory and prevent unwanted hallucinations and biases from
conversational systems. We recognize the need for a new dataset that captures
the three components above and propose a representation scheme that enables
the recovery of shared memory through underlying explicit representation.

2 Related work

Open-domain dialogue. Open-domain dialogue in NLP focuses on developing
personable conversational agents capable of discussing various topics, in a wide
range of contexts [41]. While existing methods look into augmenting memory
to enhance the persona or knowledge of conversational agents, these primarily
neural methods suffer from various errors that impact the ease of communica-
tion [27]. Generated responses can be non-sensical or ungrammatical [40]; an-
swers can be inconsistent or not reflect full dialogue history [57]; it is difficult to
incorporate context and world knowledge [48]; and agents can reflect biases or
use offensive language [12].

Text-based dialogue datasets. A number of dialogue datasets has been published
as research resources, in the form of textual transcripts of dyadic dialogues.
For example, PersonaChat [56] (162k utterances, 1155 personas) is a crowd-
sourced dataset focusing on personal topics and speaker profiles. ConvAI2 [13]
augments PersonaChat with additional personas, and reworded utterances (194k
utterances, 1250 topics). DailyDialog [31] simulates everyday conversations with
human-written, noise-minimized dialogues. Encompassing various life topics,
it also provides communication intention and emotion labels. EmpatheticDia-
logues [37] (50k utterances) introduces a benchmark for assessing the capacity
to discuss emotional situations and respond empathically. BlendedSkillTalk [42]
(5k conversations) combines persona, knowledge, and empathy by using different
samples of the previous datasets for training and testing.
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Structured representations of dialogue. To compensate for errors that may not
be explainable in neural systems, several datasets provide structured data in
addition to text. Such structure often serves to model the global context of
the dialogue [13, 20, 50, 51]. Harry Potter Dialogue [8] provides background in-
formation about scenes, relations, and attributes to better model character and
story development. OpenDialKG [34] pairs each system dialogue turn with paths
through a knowledge graph to support an open-domain response. However, the
graph path does not necessarily express all the information of the response.

Structured dialogue may also focus on the linguistic signal itself. The Personal
Events in Dialogue Corpus [16] presents podcast transcripts in which personal
events are extracted from surface-level tokens. DialogueRE [52] and PELD [49],
based on the TV series “Friends,” represent entities and their relations (e.g.
person:siblings) through argument pairs and lexical triggers. Finally, Dialogue
AMR (DialAMR) [3] extends graph-based meaning representations for semantic
parsing to the dialogue level by incorporating speech acts for task-based human-
robot interaction.

Intent annotation in dialogue. Linguistic research has addressed the goal of in-
tent in dialogue through dialogue act and speech act annotation [4–7, 39]. These
annotations serve as units of a conversation transmitting specific communicative
functions; yet they fall short when discovering long-term phenomenons across
utterances, dialogues, and encounters over time. These phenomenons commonly
relate to perspectives or attitudes, representing a cognition (‘I know X is good’),
affective reactions (e.g., of pleasure), and/or behavioral tendencies (e.g., to ap-
proach or avoid) [2], which are common to change over time. Annotations of
intents should thus ideally consider longer conversational contexts but also long-
term memory and relational contexts.

While structured representations prove 1) useful for representing information
implicit in the linguistic signal, and, 2) relevant to interpreting the context of the
dialogue, these benefits are rarely leveraged together. Additionally, structured
representations have yet to focus on more dynamic aspects of conversation such
as persona, memory, and knowledge state in a way that neural methods have. In
what follows, we look at properties of existing open-domain datasets and outline
a path for developing a holistic structured representation that captures all of the
above characteristics.

3 Comparative analysis of dialogue datasets

To review and assess the extend of factoid, non-factoid, and perspective informa-
tion, we investigate five dialogue datasets: four open-domain dialogue datasets,
and one commonly used task-based dataset: The Personal Events in Dialogue
Corpus (PEDC) has long personal conversations, DialogRE (DRE) and Harry
Potter (HP) contain fictional dialogues, OpenDialKG (OD) has instructed Q&A
between crowd workers, and the task-based MultiWOZ2.2 (MZ) with targeted
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services in various e-commerce domains. We expect MZ to differ significantly
from the open conversation datasets, with OD being the most similar to it and
PEDC the least.

Volume of data MZ and OD are the largest datasets in the number of turns and
conversations, while PEDC is significantly smaller (Table 2). Instead, PEDC
has more extended conversations, almost six times longer, hinting that daily life
conversations are expected to be more complex.

PEDC DRE HP OD MZ Avg.

Conversations 14 1788 1262 13802 10437 5461
Turns 1035 23129 16891 96942 143040 56207
Turns/Conversation 73.93 12.94 13.38 7.02 13.71 24.20
Tokens/Turn 10.64 8.21 11.41 14.00 9.32 10.72

Table 2. Volume statistics for conversational datasets.

Two-token utterances Most datasets present a high number of two-token sen-
tences, which are commonly one-word utterances followed by punctuation (Ta-
ble 3). While none explicitly convey factual properties, they offer perspectives
(What? ), confirmations (Yes.) and negations (No.) about the knowledge com-
municated before. Remarkably in PEDC, hardly any of these utterances occur.

DRE HP OD MZ Avg.

n=7587 n=3458 n=8562 n=11450

Yes. 0.79% 0.52% 7.94% 7.23% 4.12%
Goodbye. 0.04% 0.00% 0.11% 14.89% 3.76%
What? 5.79% 8.07% 0.00% 0.02% 3.47%
Thanks! 0.34% 0.09% 6.81% 5.46% 3.17%
Sure! 0.41% 0.00% 7.60% 3.47% 2.87%

Table 3. Most frequent two-token turns across four datasets sorted on the average
proportional frequency.

Dialogue acts Utilizing MIDAS [53], we explored the distribution of dialogue acts
as illustrated in Table 4. While Statement is the prevalent act across datasets,
opinions stand out as the second most frequent, signifying the presence of per-
sonal perspectives. However, their occurrence is markedly less frequent in the MZ
dataset. In contrast, MZ displays a pronounced inclination towards commands,
as expected for task-based dialogue, where users typically guide and direct the
system.
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Dialog act PEDC DRE HP OD MZ Avg.

statement 39.08% 34.87% 44.80% 24.77% 37.36% 36.18%
opinion 24.66% 26.19% 22.89% 27.77% 14.77% 23.25%
command 7.52% 8.73% 5.72% 14.01% 21.13% 11.42%

Table 4.Most frequent dialogue acts across datasets sorted on the average proportional
frequency. Highest and lowest values per metric are marked.

Linguistic variation We extract root predicates, subjects, and objects, and re-
port the Type/Token and Turn/Type ratios as proxies for linguistic variation
and word repetition (Table 5). MZ shows low lexical variation, while PEDC a
large variation, supporting the notion that personal conversations are complex
and varied, while task-based communication is more systematic. In line with this
finding, words hardly re-occur in PEDC, whereas they often re-occur in MZ.

PEDC DRE HP OD MZ Avg.

P
R
E

types 362 2598 2698 2587 1814 7131
tokens 1914 40605 32207 96938 237046 81742
type/token 0.19 0.06 0.08 0.03 0.01 0.07
turn/type 2.86 8.90 6.26 37.47 78.85 26.87

S
U
B

types 159 1075 1309 5643 2788 2195
tokens 1913 40567 31959 96924 237043 81681
type/token 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.04
turn/type 6.51 21.52 12.90 17.18 51.31 21.88

O
B
J

types 336 1897 2020 7374 3228 2971
tokens 1912 40495 31784 96881 237038 81622
type/token 0.18 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.01 0.08
turn/type 3.08 12.19 8.36 13.15 44.31 16.22

Table 5. Type/Token and Turn/Type ratios for the use of predicates (PRE), subjects
(SUB) and objects (OBJ). Type measures the unique instances of root predicates,
subjects, and objects. Highest and lowest values per metric are marked.

Discourse content First and second person pronouns are dominant subjects and
objects (Table 6), indicating strong interpersonal communication [17]. We iden-
tify predicates expressing cognitive and perceptual perspectives [38, 43], such as
think, like, know, and love among the most frequent to occur across the datasets.

To summarize, MZ and PEDC represent two extremes on a spectrum. On one
side, MZ is characterized by short and systematic Q&A, task-centric dialogue
acts, plenty of two-token utterances for confirmations and closings, and the uti-
lization of perspective predicates associated with users’ needs. On the other ex-
treme, PEDC compiles lengthy, diverse conversations that lack a specific task or
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HP MZ OD DRE PEDC Avg.

n=31959 n=237043 n=96924 n=40567 n=1913
S
U
B

I 16.99% 29.40% 30.30% 22.09% 21.54% 24.06%
you 13.02% 18.28% 21.36% 13.20% 13.07% 15.79%
it 5.67% 3.37% 6.09% 4.85% 9.46% 5.89%

n=31784 n=237038 n=96881 n=40495 n=1912

O
B
J you 2.85% 8.59% 2.46% 2.88% 1.26% 3.61%

it 3.68% 1.78% 4.33% 2.47% 3.61% 3.17%
what 2.49% 0.34% 2.01% 2.10% 2.67% 1.92%

Table 6. Most frequent subjects and objects in terms of averaged proportion. Punc-
tuation excluded.

service focus, and contain perspective predicates associated with the speaker’s
open views. Despite the differences, all dialogues exchange information in the
form of factoids and perspectives, albeit to varying degrees. Conversational sys-
tems sensitive to user needs and aiming to sustain long-term relationships should
be equipped to model this multifaceted information and retain a memory that
can be utilized in future interactions.

4 Dataset requirements

The proposed outlook on open-domain dialogue addresses the exchange of fac-
toids and social information through prolonged and repeated interactions. Un-
der such conditions, establishing common ground and personalization become
critical for leveraging built-up knowledge. Therefore, we propose to generate a
dialogue dataset pertaining to communication that is complex in its content,
form, and social context. This dataset must include aligned explicit representa-
tions, addressing the problems explored in Section 1. In this section, we describe
different data requirements, while Appendix A shows further specifics on the
annotation scheme and a detailed example of how such a dataset would look.

4.1 Conversational requirements

The dataset will focus on open-domain dialogues since task-oriented dialogue
has extensively explored the use of structured representations to boost perfor-
mance [32]. The data should include conversations spread over time that dis-
play long-term social relationships and highlight the need for long-term memory.
Preferably, the dialogues should be human-machine; however, currently, there is
no system for complex long-term social conversation, hence the need to fall back
on human-human data. Yet, this data might not be fully representative of the
social relations that would arise between humans and machines [18].
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The dialogues’ average turn length would range between 5 and 50. While
shorter lengths might resemble standard conversational Q&A tasks, longer se-
quences risk complicating data collection and annotation without significantly
enhancing the representation of recurrent interactions. Interlocutors should ex-
press perspectives freely so that language variation is reflected and sufficient
complexity is represented, for example, beliefs, sentiments, and certainty.

4.2 Explicit representations requirements

Graphs have become a popular representation choice for structured semantic
content. At the sentence level, labeled, directed graphs have become a focus of
semantic parsing tasks: general graphs are semantically more expressive than
surface syntax, and their discrete and hierarchical nature allows for explainable
interpretation of meaning in natural language [30, 35]. Yet, the current structured
analysis of conversations where each utterance or adjacency pair is evaluated as
an independent graph (particularly tree structures) misses the opportunity to
connect and accumulate signals over larger conversational units.

Knowledge graphs are structured ontologies representing relations between
entities in subject-predicate-object triples. Going beyond the sentence level,
these types of graphs can serve as contextual grounding for interpreting content
in interaction [15]. We propose a knowledge graph structure for open-domain
dialogue that integrates sentence-level semantics with contextual information.
The graph should represent the information exchange occurring in the dialogue
instead of enhancing or supporting background information. A suitable represen-
tation model should be able to store information related to a dialogue’s content,
form, and metadata. This structure has four key features:

1. Enhanced representation of memory. The structure of graphs not only allows
for long-term tracking of discourse entities and simple representation of coref-
erence via reentrancy but also facilitates the accumulation of knowledge over
time, capturing its current state as well as its history. See Appendix A, where
the entity RobertDowneyJr is referred to throughout the dialogue.

2. Dual representation of knowledge and speaker persona. The graph should
illustrate both the linguistic form of information communicated and the per-
spectives of the interlocutors [26]. Hence, the graph can operate as a Theory of
Mind model, facilitating reasoning over different world views. See Appendix A,
where the triple assistant affirm AssistantLikeIronMan expresses a perspective
on the triple AssistantLikeIronMan.

3. Generalizability. Structured semantic representations have been shown to aid
tasks related to compositional generalization, the ability of a model to predict the
meaning of unseen sentences by recombining training instances in novel ways,
similar to how humans acquire and use language [14]. Such generalization is
essential in open-domain dialogue, where new topics, linguistic structures, and
personas are constantly introduced. See Appendix A, where the predicate like
operates on objects of type person.
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4. Transparency. Transparent intermediate representations offer key advantages.
They lower error and hallucination risks, simplify their detection, and aid in rec-
ognizing and mitigating possible biases in the model or data [25]. Transparent
explicit memories of the conversation allow to communicate about the commu-
nication itself, so that alignments between interlocutors can be restored when
needed. See Appendix A, where the utterance ”I heard that” is represented as an
explicit reference to the previous triple AntmanNotHasActorRobertDowneyJr.

5 Challenges for dataset creation

5.1 Data collection

The first choice to face is whether to enrich an existing dataset or to collect a
new dataset altogether. From the analysis in Section 3, we note that current
datasets 1) do exhibit factoid and social information, but 2) may lack long-term
relationships or 3) do not accurately exhibit natural and interactive [24] open-
domain human-machine dialogue. As such, the first step in building this dataset
would be to alter existing dialogue datasets to fulfill 2). With regards to 3), we
recognize that open-domain dialogue datasets largely comprise human-human
interactions due to the current lack of systems for long-term social conversa-
tions between humans and machines. Overall, research indicates that humans
tend to interact with social robots in similar ways as they interact with humans,
with anthropomorphic features facilitating this effect [22]. However, we should
be cautious in our interpretations, as the Unique Agent Hypothesis [11] suggests
that using only human-human dialogues may not capture the full spectrum of bi-
ases and expectations, such as the prevailing belief in automation’s flawlessness,
which influences human-machine dynamics.

5.2 Data annotation

Converting conversations, whether in speech or text form, into structured data
presents substantial challenges. Firstly, the representation of communication con-
tent is commonly addressed via closed/open information extraction (IE). Yet,
these methods do not provide explicit semantics support to inference, and fall
short when supporting question representation [9]. Moreover, these methods pri-
marily focus on factoids, thus overlooking interaction-level information, including
the viewpoints of the conversation participants, such as their attitude, sentiment,
or level of certainty. Incorporating these elements can deepen our comprehension
of the utterance, enabling the discernment of more nuanced meanings.

We propose manual annotation as automatic extraction methods cannot gen-
erate the required graph. We suggest an open IE approach, where the knowledge
base schema emerges from, as opposed to being imposed on, the data. When
creating a new triple-predicate, linguistic guidance should be given to ensure
consistency and semantics. Having detailed, specific guidelines can significantly
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enhance the accuracy and consistency of the annotation process, ultimately im-
proving the data quality. Furthermore, annotators should discuss and revise an-
notations, address disagreements and ambiguity, and document the definition
and scope of existing triple-predicates and types [21].

6 Impact on conversational NLP tasks

A dual-aligned representation of dialogue, incorporating both text and graph
modalities, offers enriched context and content understanding, enhancing vari-
ous conversational NLP tasks. This approach is beneficial in response generation
by considering perspectives alongside factual elements, facilitates more context-
aware translations in machine translation systems by capturing interpersonal
nuances, and enables summarization systems to produce comprehensive sum-
maries that represent both factual content and evolving interpersonal dynamics.

7 Conclusion

Conversations of a casual nature are often dismissed as inconsequential, yet they
can transmit critical information about social contexts, personal beliefs, and in-
dividual perspectives, even when the topics appear casual or routine. It is crucial
to acknowledge and research these nuances of dialogue as they hold significance
in especially long-term interaction. Our proposed annotation scheme is a step
in that direction and aims to capture the complexities of these dialogues in the
combination of both factoids and perspectives. Building on our vision for open-
domain dialogue, our annotation scheme was designed to enhance the repre-
sentation of extended interactions that blend both factoids and social nuances.
While many datasets focus on the mere exchange of information, our scheme
underscores the importance of capturing the layers of evolving perspectives and
identities. Another distinction is the emphasis on data accumulation over time.
While several annotation methodologies advocate for graph-like designs, they
often miss out on the continuous evolution of dialogues — a facet our scheme
underscores. Given the challenge of prioritizing certain data elements as memo-
ries in neural representations, our model posits that explicit representations can
provide clear referencing and interpretability. The inclusion of nested spans and
cross-references in our approach further refines the dialogue dataset, ensuring it
will remain attuned to complex content, form, and social contexts, as required
in long-form open dialogue.

Our future work centers on the application of our annotation scheme to an
established dialogue dataset. This will be facilitated by the creation of exhaustive
annotation guidelines and the development of a custom annotation tool. Upon
completion, we intend to release the annotated data under an open-source license
for public access.
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Limitations

Our analysis, while comprehensive, has several limitations. Primarily, we only
examined datasets that are in English, thereby potentially limiting the broader
applicability and universality of our conclusions.

Ideally, our data would encompass conversations that span across time, show-
casing the development of long-term social relationships and preferably, these
dialogues should be between humans and machines. However, given the current
state of technology, no system available is robust enough to handle complex,
long-term social conversations to function as a data source. This limitation ne-
cessitates our reliance on human-human conversation data. It is worth noting
that while human-human data provides valuable insights, it might not fully en-
capsulate the unique dynamics that might arise in human-machine interactions.

The interpretation of predicates can be a challenging task, especially when
the context available to annotators is inadequate, which may lead to misinterpre-
tation. Similarly, the annotation of speaker intention can also be complex, with
difficulties in accurately discerning the speaker’s intent, such as differentiating
between a statement and an indirect request, which can change based on the
cultural background of the speaker. Moreover, the comparison between written
and spoken dialogues is an important consideration. While spoken dialogue is
inherently more challenging due to the presence of noise, it also carries addi-
tional cues such as pauses and ellipsis, which can provide valuable insight into
the conversation dynamics.

Ethics Statement

With regard to ethics, the sensitive nature of the information that can potentially
be shared during open dialogue poses a considerable challenge. The potential for
privacy issues during data collection is high, especially when dealing with per-
sonal or intimate conversations. Therefore, it’s critical that any data collection
or annotation methods adhere to strict privacy standards to ensure that the per-
sonal information of individuals involved is adequately protected. This research
is designed to facilitate and promote the study of long-term personal relation-
ships, an area that necessitates particular ethical sensitivity due to its personal
nature. To ensure ethical conduct, special emphasis will be put on developing
comprehensive annotation guidelines and providing extensive training for anno-
tators. This will help to capture a wide array of perspectives, and to minimize
conscious or unconscious bias, thereby ensuring that the research is conducted
in a manner that respects the rights and dignity of all participants.
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A Appendix

[{”speaker”: ”user”,
”utterance”: ”Do you like Iron Man?”,
”graph”: [{ ”dialogue act”: ”yes no question”,

”text”: ”Do you like Iron Man?”,
” triple ”: {
”id”: ”AssistantLikeIronMan”,
”subject”: {”id”: ”assistant”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ”assistant”

, ” offset ”: [3,5]},
”predicate”: {”id”: ” like”, ”type”: ” like”, ”ref”: ” like”, ” offset ”

: [7,10]},
”object”: {”id”: ”IronMan”, ”type”: ”character”, ”ref”: ”Iron Man

”, ”offset”: [12,19]}}}]}
,{”speaker”: ”assistant”,
”utterance”: ”Sure do! Robert Downey Jr. is a favorite .” ,
”graph”: [{ ”dialogue act”: ”pos answer”,

”text”: ”Sure do!”,
” triple ”: {
”id”: ”assistant affirm AssistantLikeIronMan”,
”subject”: {”id”: ”assistant”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ””, ” offset

”: [ ]},
”predicate”: {”id”: ”affirm”, ”type”: ”affirm”, ”ref”: ”Sure do!”,

” offset ”: [0,7]},
”object”: {”id”: ”AssistantLikeIronMan”, ”type”: ”preference”, ”ref

”: ””, ” offset ”: [ ]}},
”perspective”: {
”holder”: ”assistant”, ”target id”: ”AssistantLikeIronMan”, ”

sentiment”: 1, ”polarity”: 1, ”certainty”: 1}
},{ ”dialogue act”: ”statement”,

”text”: ”Robert Downey Jr. is a favorite.” ,
” triple ”: {
”id”: ”assistant favorite RobertDowneyJr”,
”subject”: {”id”: ”assistant”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ””, ” offset

”: [ ]},
”predicate”: {”id”: ” favorite”, ”type”: ” like”, ”ref”: ” favorite”,

” offset ”: [23,30]},
”object”: {”id”: ”RobertDowneyJr”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ”

Robert Downey Jr.”, ”offset”: [0,17]}},
”perspective”: {
”holder”: ”assistant”, ”target id”: ”RobertDowneyJr”, ”sentiment

”: 1, ”polarity”: 1, ”certainty”: 1}}]}
,{”speaker”: ”user”,
”utterance”: ”Yes, I think I like him too. Did you know he will not be in

Antman?”,
”graph”: [{ ”dialogue act”: ”statement”,

”text”: ”Yes, I think I like him too.”,
” triple ”: {
”id”: ”user like RobertDowneyJr”,
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”subject”: {”id”: ”user”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ”I”, ” offset ”: [
13,14]},

”predicate”: {”id”: ” like”, ”type”: ” like”, ”ref”: ” like”, ” offset ”
: [15,18]},

”object”: {”id”: ”RobertDowneyJr”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ”him”
, ”offset”: [20,22]}},

”perspective”: {
”holder”: ”user”, ”target id”: ”RobertDowneyJr”, ”sentiment”: 1,

”polarity”: 1, ”certainty”: 0.25}
},{ ”dialogue act”: ”yes no question”,

”text”: ”Did you know he will not be in Antman?”,
” triple ”: {
”id”: ”assistant know AntmanNotHasActorRobertDowneyJr”,
”subject”: {”id”: ”assistant”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ”assistant”

, ” offset ”: [4,6]},
”predicate”: {”id”: ”know”, ”type”: ”know”, ”ref”: ”know”, ”offset”

: [8,11]},
”object”: {”id”: ”AntmanNotHasActorRobertDowneyJr”, ”type”: ”

factoid”, ”ref”: ”will not be in Antman”, ”offset”: [13,33]},
”perspective”: {
”holder”: ”user”, ”target id”: ”

AntmanNotHasActorRobertDowneyJr”, ”sentiment”: 0, ”
polarity”: 0, ”certainty”: 1}}}]}

,{”speaker”: ”assistant”,
”utterance”: ”I heard that.”,
”graph”: [{ ”dialogue act”: ”pos answer”,

”text”: ”I heard that.”,
” triple ”: {
”id”: ”assistant affirm AntmanNotHasActorRobertDowneyJr”,
”subject”: {”id”: ”assistant”, ”type”: ”person”, ”ref”: ”I”, ”

offset ”: [0,1]},
”predicate”: {”id”: ”affirm”, ”type”: ”affirm”, ”ref”: ”I heard

that.”, ” offset ”: [0,7]},
”object”: {”id”: ”AntmanNotHasActorRobertDowneyJr”, ”type”: ”

factoid”, ”ref”: ”that”, ”offset”: [8,11]}},
”perspective”: {
”holder”: ”assistant”, ”target id”: ”

AntmanNotHasActorRobertDowneyJr”, ”sentiment”: 0, ”
polarity”: 1, ”certainty”: 0.75}}]}]

Annotation example 1: Altered excerpt from OpenDialog [34]. Triples, which
serve as a basic unit, are assigned an identifier and can be recursively referred
to in order to express more complex meanings. Nodes -subjects and objects in
triples- represent entities (mostly grammatically identified as nouns) annotated
at token level. Edges represent predicates (mostly identified as relations between
entities, or properties of entities) annotated at knowledge level. Predicates are
semantically meaningful, and entities’ co-references are resolved. Triple elements
without explicit referent are represented as "ref": "". Sentiment values may be
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-1 (negative), 1 (positive), or 0 (neutral). Polarity values may be -1 (negation),
0 (neutral or question), or 1 (affirmation). Certainty values range between 0
(uncertain) and 1 (certain).


